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the cast here is extensive and star-studded. akshay kumar, ajay devgn, riteish deshmukh, tabu and kajol, who would otherwise be playing
supporting characters, are pitted against the hapless sunny deol. all these big stars struggle to turn up on the screen at a good time. the

characters are ordinary, the performances are pedestrian, and the jokes non-existent. the story is boring and the dialogues are redundant.
add a high budget and a huge star cast and you have the recipe for success. in the hands of another writer and director, this can be a rich

comedy. unfortunately, saurabh tiwari shows absolutely no prowess for comedy. to illustrate, none of the three comedians in the film -
sunny deol, ritesh deshmukh and kajol - comes up with anything funny. between the three, riteish deshmukh fares the worst. with the

absence of naseeruddin shah, fardeen khan, boman irani, dinesh karthik and supporting actors, the film takes on average dramatic
elements. but just as boman is infrequent, so also he is only two-dimensional. also, his scenes are given without rhyme or reason, with the
dialogue badly written. trying to make a point, katta meetha is never impressive, while we are not very sure whether we are supposed to
laugh at some of the incidents portrayed in khatta meetha or cry at others. certain sequences can be genuinely funny, but those are rare

occurrences. overall, this is good 'till bad, so just end it there and laugh no more. khatta meetha is the story of a woman who climbs to the
top of the corporate ladder, only to find herself on a plateau without any way out, and it's all her own doing. she doesn't like herself, or her
daughter, or her husband, or even her daughter's boyfriend, so she's in denial about any of them. until she finally finds the courage to do

what she needs to do, to stay married, to let go of her job, and to give her daughter the life she deserves.
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so also he is only two-dimensional. also, his scenes are given without rhyme or reason, with the
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very sure whether we are supposed to laugh at some of the incidents portrayed in khatta meetha or
cry at others. certain sequences can be genuinely funny, but those are rare occurrences. overall, this
is good 'till bad, so just end it there and laugh no more. khatta meetha is the story of a woman who
climbs to the top of the corporate ladder, only to find herself on a plateau without any way out, and

it's all her own doing. she doesn't like herself, or her daughter, or her husband, or even her
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